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I. INTRODUCTION

Dependability, i.e. the ability of a system to deliver specified
level of services, is the major requirement on the communica-
tion architecture for most applications of wireless sensor net-
works (WSN). The large variety of WSN applications makes,
however, it challenging if not impossible at all to design a
universal set of protocols which would deliver specified quality
of service to all applications. This conclusion, well understood
in the research community [1], in reality is visible by great
number of application specific and in many cases hardware
dependent protocols implementing MAC, routing, transport
functionality. In most of the existing proposals the layering
principles are violated in order to optimize the performance
of protocols to meet requirements of particular application [2].

How to enable conscious choice of communication
protocols for different scenarios? How to configure their
tunable parameters in order to optimize their behavior for
particular application? These questions are not yet answered
systematically. Instead, the current design-development cycle
for WSN (illustrated by filled arrows in Fig. 1) depends
mainly on the experience and familiarity of a particular
developer with a specific set of protocols. This may lead
to a situation when at the last development step complete
re-engineering of the system is needed.

We develop a framework for systematic design and analysis
of dependable communication protocols for wireless sensor
networks. Its idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 by white colored
arrows and the performance prediction toolbox. In the core
of our approach is the component based development (CBD)
paradigm applied to development of network protocols. In our
framework network protocols are modeled and implemented
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Fig. 1. Development cycles of a WSN application: current unsystematic
(filled arrows) and target using component based protocols and dependability
assurance toolbox.

as application specific combination of reusable components.
We introduce a set of methods for formal analysis and
application specific optimization of the functional content
of CBD protocols. One input to this optimization toolbox
constitute parameters of the components qualitatively and
quantitatively describing their functionality. The other input
consists of a set of performance metrics end characteristics
of particular application.

In this extended abstract we introduce the essential part
of our framework - a component based methodology for
modeling Medium Access Control protocols. In the section
below we describe examples of the essential components
needed for modeling of MAC protocols.



Fig. 3. Ontology of MAC components.

Fig. 2. Component based MAC (graphical representation).

II. SELECTED EXAMPLES OF MAC COMPONENTS

In order to derive a model for generic MAC service we
analyzed existing traditional MAC protocols in the Internet [1]
as well as the MAC schemes designed specifically for wire-
less sensor networks [3]–[14]. We first extracted the major
common functional patterns. We then described these pat-
terns as parametrized components. After that we semantically
classified different instances of each functional pattern and
parametrized components. Next we represented relationships
between different components using ontologies. Using ontolo-
gies we finally could formally compose MAC service out of
re-usable parametrized components. MAC protocol is the first
protocol above physical layer. Traditionally it belongs to Data
Link Layer (DLL). The MAC protocol controls nodes access
to shared medium, it determines the point in time when the

node can transmit data. The MAC protocol handles connection
links between neighbors within its radio transmission range.
The remaining part of DLL deals with error control and flow
control.

There are more than 30 well documented MAC protocols
for WSN, and the number is growing rapidly. Each and one
of them is different, presenting a unique approach to provide
MAC functionality. Nevertheless, we can extract a common
pattern of the MAC protocol behavior. The MAC protocol
either transmits data or listens to the medium. This pattern
is repeated during channel establishment and actual message
transmission. The difference, in the MAC protocol, is how the
channel is established and how the message is transmitted.
Therefore, we can separate two major common functionalities.
Firstly, MAC protocol establishes channel link between two
nodes. Secondly, MAC protocol exchanges messages between
these nodes.

A component based view of a generic MAC protocol
on the top level of abstraction is shown graphically
in Fig. 2. In the figure LC MAC is the top level
component providing the MAC service. It consists of
LC HANDLER, the component that actually provides
MAC specific logic, several channel manager components,
LC CHANNELMANAGER, and one or more message
exchange, LC MSGEXCH , components providing the
actual data transmission service. Both LC MSGEXCH and
instances of LC CHANNELMANAGER are compound
components each having its own LC HANDLER providing
the instance-specific functionality. In the figure PC Tx
and PC Rx are primitive components modeling actual
transmission and reception of data over radio channel.



Fig. 3 presents a part of the ontology tree describing
components needed for the modeling of MAC protocols. We
encoded the ontology tree as shown by numbers in curly
brackets. A particular component is addressed by its code
in the ontology tree. The root of particular tree is a compo-
nent with highest abstraction level. This component exposes
necessary service, changing the underlaying instance does not
effect components that uses it. Therefore, it simplifies both:
the analytical evaluation and implementation.

For example channel manager component,
LC CHANNELMANAGER, has implementations
as CSMA, TDMA and FDMA. Therefore, each instance of
the LC CHANNELMANAGER will have a different set
of parameters. Which result in different performance of the
instance.

The message exchange component (LC MSGEXCH), as
shown in figure, can be either reliable or not. The reliability
can be further categorized in implicit, ACK, or explicit.

In order to model a reliable message transmission with
explicit acknowledgment, for example, we need of three
basic components. First one, 2.2.1(tcw, L), is for the
data transmission and second one, 2.2.2(twait, L) is for
the receiving acknowledgement. Both components need
transceiver, 2.1.0(R), for the data transmission and reception.

Each component shows one or another performance (char-
acterized by a set of metrics) only in combination with other
components. For example, a joint operation of component
2.2.1(tcw, L) and radio chip component 2.1.0(R) results in
transmission delay metric DTX = t + L/R and in energy
consumption metric ETX = PTX · L + Pstartup + Pcw.

In the presentation we will show an example of constructing
two types of CSMA protocols with reliable and unreliable
channel establishment procedure. We show how different
instances of MAC protocols (known as monolithic solutions)
could be achieved only by parameterizing abstract MAC
components. We demonstrate the correctness of our model
by matching the components and their mathematical
representation on to the results of performance analysis
of two monolithic protocols: XMAC [11] and BMAC [4]
previously published in the literature [15]. In the presentation
we show how different instances of MAC protocols (known
as existing monolithic solutions) are derived from the same
generic model applying different parameterization.
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